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Abstract. Creating a concept map automatically from Chinese texts is challenging, because 1) Chinese words require no 
delimiters in between (like those spaces in English), which makes word, phrase, or concept identification difficult; 2) Chinese is 
discourse-oriented, meaning there is no strict grammar imposed on a sentence, which makes relation extraction difficult. For 
example, the three Chinese sentences “ ” (‘Apple nutritious’), “ ” (‘Apple are nutritious’) and 

“ ” (‘Apple are rich in nutrition’) are semantically synonymous sentences, but the first one, which lacks an overt 

verb, is used more often than the other two in real-world situations. 
 
In this study, we present an Extended Chinese Open Relation Extraction (ECORE) approach that is able to extract entity-relation 
triples (i.e. a relation that links two concepts) from Chinese free texts based on a series of natural language processing 
techniques, i.e., word segmentation, POS tagging, syntactic parsing, and linguistic rules. Take the sentence as an example: 
“ ” (‘Radish is vegetable, and is a rootstock plant.), our ECORE software can correctly extract 

two triples: < (‘Radish’), (‘is’), (‘vegetable’)> and < (‘Radish’), (‘is’), (‘rootstock plant’)>, 

although the subject in the second clause is elided. Another example is a paragraph describing the  (‘Tilapia’) in a 
textbook of elementary school. Figure 1 shows the original texts, 8 extracted triples and a generated concept map. 
 

Original Texts:  

 

Extracted Triples: <Argument 1, Relation, Argument 2> 

1. < (Tilapia), (belong to), (Cichlid)> 

2. < (Tilapia), (origin), (Africa)> 

3. < (Mr. Wu and Mr. Guo), (import), (Tilapia)> 

4. < (Tilapia), (belong to), (polyphagia fish)> 

5. < (Tilapia), (be), (offensive)> 

6. < (Tilapia), (have), (habitual behaviors)> 

7. < (Tilapia), (establish), (group)> 

8. < (Tilapia), (destroy), (ecosystem)> 

  

Figure 1: Example sentences, extracted triples, and a generated concept map. 

To illustrate the performance of our ECORE concept mapping software, we randomly selected paragraphs from the science 
textbooks of elementary schools, and then manually annotated the relation triples for each Chinese sentences. In total, 141 entity-
relation triples were obtained as gold standard. Performance evaluation of our ECORE software was conducted based on: 1) 
exact match; and 2) relation-only match. For exact match, each component of the extracted triple must be identical with the gold 
standard. For relation-only match, the extracted triple is regarded as a correct case if an extracted relation agreed with the relation 



 

of the gold standard. We compared ECORE with the first Chinese open relation extraction method ever built: CORE (Tseng et 
al., 2014). Table 1 shows the experimental results. Our ECORE system obviously performs better than CORE no matter which 
metrics (exact match or relation only) were concerned. 

 

Chinese Open IE Precision Recall F-Score 

Exact Match 
ECORE 0.3065 0.4326 0.3588 

CORE 0.1649 0.2199 0.1884 

Relation Only 
ECORE 0.6784 0.9574 0.7941 

CORE 0.3936 0.5248 0.4498 

Table 1: Experimental Results for performance evaluation 

In conclusion, this study proposes a concept map generation method based on open information extraction techniques. 
Experimental results show that our ECORE software is effective for entity-relation extraction, and demonstrates its feasibility for 
Chinese concept map generation. The resulting software could be used to automatically generate concept maps from science 
textbooks for elementary schools to facilitate the teaching and learning based on the concept map approach. 
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